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‘All art is immortal. For emotion for the sake of emotion is the aim of art, and emotion for the sake of action is the aim of life.’ Oscar Wilde

Felt Photographic was created to challenge the conventions of artistic judgment. Working from the premise that all art is valid and all responses entirely subjective, critique, scoring, judging and technical appraisal have been completely removed to leave exclusive space for the emotional and connective responses to art: the Felt Process.

RAIN WILL FALL is an exhibition of international photography curated entirely on the Felt Process - from how the panel selected images for the final exhibition to how the gallery was arranged.

These are images that were created to express and understand our shadows. Art that helped find the light where it was least expected. Photography that’s calling to be felt.

Which images are you drawn to? Which elicit a strong response? What’s your reaction telling you about what is going on for you, what you need and what might change as a result?

‘I’ve been a photographer for many years and finally found a place that does not judge on technicality but rather on how an image makes you feel. Something I’ve longed for a long time in my life.’

Art was received from around the world including Brazil, Nigeria, Namibia, Georgia, Macedonia, Canada, Iceland, South Korea, Mexico, Japan, Singapore, Botswana and all over the US, EU and UK.

Felt Photographic - experience art differently.

www.instagram.com/feltphoto    www.feelmorecreative.org/feltphotographic